04.10.2019 NSS Unit – II organized Road safety rally at Musiri Town. Dr. M.K.Rajkumar, Principal of our college and Palraj, Inspector of Musiri explained the road safety and the importance of wearing the helmet to the students and public.
05.10.2019

இன்றை
NSS UNIT II

PROGRAMME OFFICER : Dr. A. Rajendiran
PROGRAMME NAME : Tree Plantation
DATE : 06.10.2019

06.10.2019 NSS Unit – II organized the Tree plantation programme at Thirurthiyamalai Village.
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NSS UNIT II

PROGRAMME OFFICER : Dr. A. Rajendiran
PROGRAMME NAME : Pledge of allegiance
DATE : 30.01.2020

30.01.2020 NSS Unit – II organized the pledge of allegiance programme to the students. The programme was conducted by Dr. M.K. Rajkumar, Principal of our college and Vasuki, Inspector of All women police station Musiri.
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NSS UNIT II

PROGRAMME OFFICER : Dr. A. Rajendiran
PROGRAMME NAME : Corona virus awareness programme
DATE : 10.02.2020

NSS Unit – II organized the Corona virus awareness programme to our students. The programme was conducted by Dr. M.K. Rajkumar, Principal of our college. He explained the dangerous of the corono virus and how to prevent the infection of the virus to the students. He advised the students to follow the hand washing, usage of sanitizer and wearing the mask.
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NSS Unit – II organized the Plastic eradication programme and campus cleaning at our college.